the film

LADY PARTS follows Liz, a struggling actor who goes from tapdancing tampon to her first real break, playing a meaty role in a
financial drama by an acclaimed up-and-coming director...only
to discover that things aren't what they seem. She experiences a
series of funny-because-they're-true setbacks and putdowns as
she barrels toward her breaking point and has to decide what is
more important: her dignity or her career.

*WINNER- BEST NARRATIVE HOLLYSHORTS FILM FESTIVAL 2019
*WINNER- BEST NARRATIVE SHORT TALLGRASS FILM FESTIVAL 2019

the
message

This scathing social commentary highlights the painful truth of
moving through this industry (or ANY industry) as the only
woman in the room. We show the world not as it SHOULD be,
but as it IS, juxtaposing Old Hollywood glamour with humiliating
reality. This film gives a voice to those who have been routinely
undervalued and demeaned in hopes that we can all learn to
stand up and use our privilege to listen and help others feel less
alone.

find us

www.ladypartsthemovie.com

• ladypartsmovie@gmail.com •

WATCH THE FILM
Runtime: 00:10:08
Language: English
Genre: Comedy, Musical, Social Issue

Country: USA
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click

audience
moments
"SHOWED WHAT I WISH
MORE WOMEN FELT
ENABLED TO DO."
"REAL LAUGH OUT LOUD
FILM."
"I WANT TO SEE A WHOLE
SHOW ABOUT THE TAMPON
GIRL!"
"OH MY GOODNESS!
LADY PARTS, WHAT A
FILM."

"I WANTED MORE. A SERIES
MAYBE THAT FOLLOWS HER
TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS
IN SUCH A SEXIST
INDUSTRY."

“Everyone is so lucky to get to watch this film. I cried joy tears
watching it because it's such a beautiful, funny, and exceptionally
genius concept and the way that they executed it is amazing. It's a
wondrous extravaganza of a commercially viable idea and the
female gaze. I knew something as wonderful as this film would
come along, but I didn't think it would happen until I was, like, 85.
Also if you don't have a period and never will have one in your life,
it makes you feel like you want one."
-Marianna Palka
"Rye’s humor and relatability makes her a standout, from her
dancing in a tampon costume to her culminating monologue where
she releases her anger onto the production team."

-The Emory Wheel
"Her film is one of my favorites this year. It's called 'Lady Parts' and it
shows the sexism that women still face in the entertainment industry,
with a hilarious and important take on the subject.”

- Liz Spear, Patch Staff
"Erin Rye’s short film “Lady Parts” looks at a struggling actor who suffers
humiliation while auditioning for what she thinks will be her big break, but
then she has to decide if she is going to stand up for herself and use her
voice or stay quiet and suffer more humiliation to get ahead in her career."

-Michael Hixon, The Beach Reporter
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“This film is incredibly personal to
me because I drew from my own
experiences in the entertainment
industry to highlight some of the
ways women have been made to
feel small and alone in maledominated fields. It's a natural
extension of the #metoo and
#timesup movements and has been
resonating SO strongly with women
from all walks of life who see
themselves onscreen. Plus, what's
funnier than gender equality, am I
right?!”
Erin Rye
Writer, Director, Producer,
Tap-dancing Tampon
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gross pictures, and snuggles her rescued pit bull.
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MURPHY? THE
BROKEN HEARTS
GALLERY and
FANTASY ISLAND.

A dancing tampon? Seriously?
Yes. Seriously.

Okay...so where did this idea come from?
Lady Parts is imbued with our personal experience. Erin was constantly
being asked to strip down and shut up until she just couldn't take it
anymore and she put those experiences into this film. We want to speak up,
speak out, be part of changing the way our culture views women. This
project also gave us the push that we needed to tackle the role we’d both
been longing for and afraid of – that of a filmmaker.

How did you put together such an awesome team?
All along the way, so many incredibly talented women saw themselves in
our story. Sadly, every woman on our team has been silenced, isolated, or
dismissed because she was the only woman in the room. We were all so
excited to work with a room FULL of women!

So, like, do you hate dudes?
No! Some of our best friends are dudes! We also had some SUPER talented
men work on this film. We all came together in service of a higher goal.
PLUS it's important to remember that people of color, LGBTQ+ folks, and
people with disabilities endure similar experiences in our industry.

I'm a dude...how can I help?
Lift up the voices of women and other people who are different from you.
Offer them a hand up when you can. And if you look around your own sets
and you see mostly white dudes, look for ways to bring more diversity into
your hiring process...even if it means not giving a job to your buddy. He'll
live.

What's next for you?
Jessica is currently directing the short film "Thanks For Nothing," as well as
the documentary mini-series "Right To Offend" for A&E and TIME Studios.
Erin went to Austin Film Festival with her first comedy pilot "Witch Hunt"
and continues to write for TV. Her next short (an aggressively queer
femme rom-com) will go into production whenever the pandemic allows.
She no longer goes to auditions in her underwear.
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